Figure S1
Comparison of the normalized relative order of shared genes used in our study (X-axis) and that of Eckert et al. (2009) (Y-axis) for linkage groups one to six. Assuming genes syntheny between the two populations, a straight line would illustrate perfect agreement at the gene ordering level between the two maps. Table S2 Additional information about the 7,842 markers that segregated in the population. The last column describes the status of the marker in the mapping process, where "mapped_Rnd2" are markers that mapped at the second and third rounds of mapping; "mapped_Rnd3" are markers that only mapped at the third round of mapping; "not_tested_for_mapping" are markers for which another marker was selected to represent its gene for mapping and were not tested in the mapping step, and "ungrouped" are markers that did not pass the grouping step of JoinMap mapping. 
